Restarting Coffee Machines: March 20
Recommendations when turning on a coffee machine following a period of inactivity.
Water filter: Following a period of inactivity Brita advise that a water filter should be flushed prior to turning
the coffee machine on. See attached documents from Brita.
Identification of which filter is on site

C50/500/1100 (the actual number will be shown on the filter)

P1200

Please take care if moving the filter, so no pipes could be broken. Also before attempting to flush the filter
locate the water isolation point, just in case there is a leak and need to isolate.
Coffee Machine Start Up: Once the water filter has been flushed
To restart your Franke A Range coffee machine from a temporary shutdown, please follow the instructions
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ensure that the mains water connection to the machine is turned on
Power on Franke coffee machine
Open front door of coffee machine
Locate power switch at upper left inside of machine
Turn switch to “I” position
Wait up to 2 minutes for Franke logo to appear in the centre of the screen
Touch the screen to initialize the coffee machine
Wait up to 10 minutes for the machine to reinitialize, the drink menu will appear on the screen once
the initialization sequence is completed.
9. Once drink menu appears on the screen, put the machine through a full cleaning cycle
10. If the machine has a flavour station please also clean the flavour station
11. Run off a minimum of 12 drinks including teaonce machine is up and running prior to serving first
drink
12. If the machine fails to initialize, and the drink menu does not appear on the screen, please contact the
office on 01923 635700 and a call will be logged for an engineer to attend
For non A range machines: Spectra/Evolution/Pura/FM850
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ensure that the mains water connection to the machine is turned on
Power on Franke coffee machine
Wait up to 10 minutes for the machine to reinitialize
Put the machine through a full cleaning cycle
If the machine has a flavour station please also clean the flavour station if applicable
Run off a minimum of 12 drinks including tea, once machine is up and running prior to serving first
drink
If the machine fails to initialize, and the drink menu does not appear on the screen, please contact the
office on 01923 635700 and a call will be logged for an engineer to attend

